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More involved ODEs are driven by external inputs, which are also called forcing functions. A classic example
is a pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) problem. The PK model represents the drug concentration
at a given time which does depend on the dosing history. The PD model describes the effect of the drug
concentration on some measure of efficacy or safety.

Oftentimes these problems are approached in a two-step manner. First the PK model is informed using blood
concentration data. Then the model parameters are fixed and the PD model is informed. Thus, the PK
model becomes a forcing function to the PD model. The “clean” Bayesian solution would be a joint fit of
the combined model, but oftentimes a two-step approach is much quicker to implement and it gives a great
example for forcing functions here.

Let’s assume we have a very simple PK model already informed. The simplest PK model is a one-compartment
model with an intravenous route of administration. The ODE for the PK model then is

da/dt = −ke a.

In reality we would model a drug concentration c(t), but we simplify things here by setting the respective
volume to unity such that a represents the drug amount.

The simplest dosing history is a single dose at time t=0 which will result in a simple mono-exponential as
solution,

a(t) = d exp(−ke t).

This is the forcing function for the PD model. A classic PD model is the turn-over model

dg/dt = kin (1 + Emax S(a(t))) − kout g,

here in the so-called stimulation of kin form as S(a(t)) is usually defined as hill function,

S(a(t)) = a(t)
EC50 + a(t) .

Hence, the turn-over ODE is essentially a forced ODE and the forcing function is the drug concentration
which is the input for the hill equation.

For this problem we have naturally two possible solutions:

1. We can create a coupled ODE system where we solve the ODE for the drug concentrations simultaneously
with the turn-over ODE.

2. Since the PK model is analytically solvable, we may simply employ the analytical solution.

Option 1 is certainly very easy and straightforward, but it comes at the high cost to increase the size of the
ODE system and its shown here only for completeness to demonstrate that the forcing function itself can be
generated by solving an ODE system.

From a performance standpoint we definitely want to use the analytical solution. Both approaches are
demonstrated with the following Stan program. It is important to note that the constants needed for
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the forcing functions are passed into the ODE RHS via the x_r argument. These are so-called data only
parameters to the function and thus they do not increase the sensitivity system which grows per parameter
and causes serious numerical cost.
library(rstan)

expose_stan_functions("ode_forcings_simple.stan")

dose <- 10
ke <- log(2)/4
ts <- seq(1E-3, 48, length=101)

kin <- 10
kout <- log(2)/12
Emax <- 5
EC50 <- 3

theta <- c(kin, kout, Emax, EC50)
x_r <- c(ke, dose)

g0 <- kin/kout

coupled <- solve_coupled_ode(ts, c(dose, g0), theta, x_r)

plot(ts, coupled[,1], type="l", main="PK Forcing Function")
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##plot(ts, coupled[,2], type="l", main="PD Solution Based on Coupled Approach")

forced <- solve_forced_ode(ts, g0, theta, x_r)
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plot(ts, coupled[,2], type="l", main="PD Solution")
lines(ts, forced[,1], type="l", lty=2, col="red")
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More Complex Forcings

The last example was straightforward as the forcing function was rather simple. In PK/PD problems the
dosing history is oftentimes much more involved as multiple dosings are given, i.e. one may have a dose every
24h for 7 days in a row. The problem which arises is that the ODE RHS functor is called for some time point
t and the forcing function will depend on the number of dosings given up to this time point. This makes
matters a bit more involved as we will always need to identify the dosings which are “active” at a given time
point.

The solution presented here is based on the idea to pass the increasingly sorted time points of the dosing
events into the ODE RHS function as data. Then we simply need to find the index d in the time-dosing vector
for which we have sorted_dose_times[d] < t < sorted_dose_times[d+1]. This is implemented in the Stan
program with the find_interval_elem function and this is exactly the same what the R function findInterval
performs. Once this index d is known, then the concentration is calculated using the super-position principle
which holds for linear PK systems. As a small simplification we use the same dose for all dosing events.
expose_stan_functions("ode_forcings.stan")

dosings <- seq(0, 7*24, by=24)

dosings

## [1] 0 24 48 72 96 120 144 168

## suppose we are at time-point t=45h and we need to find all active
## dosings (1 and 2), we can now perform
find_interval_elem(45, dosings, 1)
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## [1] 2

ts_long <- seq(1E-3, 10*24, length=201)
complex_forced <- solve_complex_forced_ode(ts_long, g0, theta, x_r, dosings)

plot(ts_long, complex_forced[,1], type="l", main="PD with Complex Forcing")
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Stan Code, Simple Example

cat(paste(readLines("ode_forcings_simple.stan"), collapse="\n"))

## functions {
## real[] coupled_ode(real t, real[] y, real[] theta, real[] x_r, int[] x_i) {
## real dy_dt[2];
## real ke = x_r[1];
## real kin = theta[1];
## real kout = theta[2];
## real Emax = theta[3];
## real EC50 = theta[4];
## real stim;
##
## stim = y[1] / (EC50 + y[1]);
##
## dy_dt[1] = - ke * y[1];
## dy_dt[2] = kin * (1 + Emax * stim) - kout * y[2];
##
## return(dy_dt);
## }
##
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## real[] forced_ode(real t, real[] y, real[] theta, real[] x_r, int[] x_i) {
## real dy_dt[1];
## real ke = x_r[1];
## real dose = x_r[2];
## real kin = theta[1];
## real kout = theta[2];
## real Emax = theta[3];
## real EC50 = theta[4];
## real stim;
## real at;
##
## at = dose * exp(-ke * t);
##
## stim = at / (EC50 + at);
##
## dy_dt[1] = kin * (1 + Emax * stim) - kout * y[1];
##
## return(dy_dt);
## }
##
## matrix solve_coupled_ode(real[] ts, real[] y0, real[] theta, real[] x_r) {
## int x_i[0];
## return(to_matrix(integrate_ode_rk45(coupled_ode, y0, 0, ts, theta, x_r, x_i)));
## }
##
## matrix solve_forced_ode(real[] ts, real y0, real[] theta, real[] x_r) {
## int x_i[0];
## return(to_matrix(integrate_ode_rk45(forced_ode, rep_array(y0, 1), 0, ts, theta, x_r, x_i)));
## }
## }
## model {}

Stan Code, Complex Example

cat(paste(readLines("ode_forcings.stan"), collapse="\n"))

## functions {
## /* bisectioning search of the index i such that sorted[i] < x < sorted[i+1]
## */
## int find_interval_elem(real x, vector sorted, int start_ind) {
## int res;
## int N;
## int max_iter;
## real left;
## real right;
## int left_ind;
## int right_ind;
## int iter;
##
## N = num_elements(sorted);
##
## if(N == 0) return(0);
##
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## left_ind = start_ind;
## right_ind = N;
##
## max_iter = 100 * N;
## left = sorted[left_ind ] - x;
## right = sorted[right_ind] - x;
##
## if(0 <= left) return(left_ind-1);
## if(0 == right) return(N-1);
## if(0 > right) return(N);
##
## iter = 1;
## while((right_ind - left_ind) > 1 && iter != max_iter) {
## int mid_ind;
## real mid;
## // is there a controlled way without being yelled at with a
## // warning?
## mid_ind = (left_ind + right_ind) / 2;
## mid = sorted[mid_ind] - x;
## if (mid == 0) return(mid_ind-1);
## if (left * mid < 0) { right = mid; right_ind = mid_ind; }
## if (right * mid < 0) { left = mid; left_ind = mid_ind; }
## iter = iter + 1;
## }
## if(iter == max_iter)
## print("Maximum number of iterations reached.");
## return(left_ind);
## }
##
## real[] complex_forced_ode(real t, real[] y, real[] theta, real[] x_r, int[] x_i) {
## real dy_dt[1];
## real ke = x_r[1];
## real dose = x_r[2];
## real kin = theta[1];
## real kout = theta[2];
## real Emax = theta[3];
## real EC50 = theta[4];
## real stim;
## real at = 0;
## int Ndose = x_i[1];
## vector[Ndose] tdose = to_vector(x_r[3:3+Ndose-1]);
## int d = find_interval_elem(t, tdose, 1);
##
## for(i in 1:d)
## at = at + dose * exp(-ke * (t - tdose[i]));
##
## stim = at / (EC50 + at);
##
## dy_dt[1] = kin * (1 + Emax * stim) - kout * y[1];
##
## return(dy_dt);
## }
##
## matrix solve_complex_forced_ode(real[] ts, real y0, real[] theta, real[] x_r, real[] dosings) {
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## int x_i[1];
## x_i[1] = size(dosings);
## return(to_matrix(integrate_ode_rk45(complex_forced_ode, rep_array(y0, 1), 0, ts, theta,
## to_array_1d(append_row(to_vector(x_r), to_vector(dosings))),
## x_i)));
## }
## }
## data {
## }
## model {}

R Session

sessionInfo()

## R version 3.3.2 (2016-10-31)
## Platform: x86_64-apple-darwin13.4.0 (64-bit)
## Running under: macOS Sierra 10.12.4
##
## locale:
## [1] de_CH.UTF-8/de_CH.UTF-8/de_CH.UTF-8/C/de_CH.UTF-8/de_CH.UTF-8
##
## attached base packages:
## [1] stats graphics grDevices utils datasets methods base
##
## other attached packages:
## [1] rstan_2.14.2 StanHeaders_2.14.0-1 ggplot2_2.2.1
## [4] rmarkdown_1.1
##
## loaded via a namespace (and not attached):
## [1] Rcpp_0.12.10 knitr_1.15.1 magrittr_1.5 munsell_0.4.3
## [5] colorspace_1.2-6 stringr_1.2.0 plyr_1.8.4 tools_3.3.2
## [9] grid_3.3.2 gtable_0.2.0 htmltools_0.3.5 yaml_2.1.14
## [13] lazyeval_0.2.0 assertthat_0.1 digest_0.6.12 tibble_1.2
## [17] gridExtra_2.2.1 inline_0.3.14 evaluate_0.10 stringi_1.1.3
## [21] compiler_3.3.2 scales_0.4.1 stats4_3.3.2
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